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Cooling Earth’s evolution
•
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Accumulation and core formation
Solidification of magma ocean
Birth and growth of the inner core
Core and mantle dynamics and plate tectonics
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The birth of inner core and geodynamo
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Fig.
8 (A) Field strength and inner core growth
(see Tarduno et al. 2006 for whole rock data summary, open
a
4
symbols). Solid line and shaded area are modern field value and typical 0–5 Myr variation, respectively. Solid
3
Bono et al., 2019
symbols are single silicate
crystal paleointensity
data (black, Smirnov et al. 2003; colored Tarduno et al. 2007,
This work
2010). Small red and blue circles are from 3.22 Gyr plutons of the Kaapvaal Craton; large circles are means.
Dark green
circle is mean pluton crystal value corrected for cooling rate assuming single domain theory.
12
Small yellow and light green circles are from 1dacites of the Kaapvaal Craton; large circles are means. Null
field value (box) at 3.9 Gyr is from hypothesis
of Ozima et al. (2005). High and low power model results
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(Ma) and 3 TW, respectively (Aubert et al.
2009). IC marks time of inner core nucleation in each model. (B) Inner core growth scenario following the
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Aubert et al. (2009) low power model scenario
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(Christensen
and Tilgner 2004; Christensen and Aubert 2006; Olson and Christensen 2006)
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in order to evaluate the changes in dynamo characteristics with external control parameters.
The increase of computer power still does not allow for extreme, more Earth-like parameter regimes to be explored, and this situation is likely to remain for some time, owing to
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the
challenges set, for example, by a decrease of 10 in the 0.13
Ekman number. As the
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a change in the flux Rayleigh number related to the evolution
of the Earth’s core
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2005; Olson 2007;
Fig.
3 Early a
Cambrian
ﬁeld renewal and inner core growth.
a Field strength
constrained
from select
(thermal) single-crystal
Zhou
2022
Nature
Communications
new early Cambrian
SCP result
(red square) reported here. Large squares
studies (blue squares) and bulk rock studies (gray squares)
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from al.,
ref. , with
and Olson
2009a)
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isGrayreversing
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time-averaged paleomagnetic
dipole moments;
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dipole dynamo
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Core-mantle “thermal” interaction
and
coevolution
The Core–Mantle
Boundary
Region
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Mantle heat flow
• Mantle dynamics
• Plate tectonics
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• Structure of thermal boundary layer (thickness of PPv layer)
• Mantle plume generation

Predominant driving force: heat inside the Earth
Partial melt
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Earth’s heat budget and heat flow from the core

Mantle cooling
8~28 TW

Core cooling
3~12 TW

Total surface
heat flow:
46±3 TW

Tidal heating
~0.4 TW

Radiogenic heat production
~20±3 TW
Modified after Lay et al., 2008
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Large uncertainty in the estimate of mantle and core cooling

Core cooling

q = -κ･dT/dz

Core-mantle boundary
Pressure (P): 135 GPa

Lay et al., 2008 Nature Geo.

P-x-T dependence of thermal conductivity (κ) of mantle?

High-pressure experiments using
diamond anvil cell (DAC)

Optical measurement in a DAC

P-x-T dependence of thermal conductivity (κ) of mantle?
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Mineralogy in the Earth’s lower mantle

without considering the
GPa. As shown in Fig.
4, the lower
VS profile
Pyrolitic
mantle
effect of the possible spin-state change (using the data only below
50 GPa) exhibited the systematic deviation from PREM at the
base point around 50 GPa, and its deviation becomes up to ∼2%
at the bottom of the lower mantle. The inclination of the VS
profile has been changed by the spin-state change as shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore, the VS and G′ are strongly affected by the spinstate change in Fe-Brd. While the effect of the iron spin-state
change on the density has been thought to be a negligible effect
on the XBrd relative to the possible uncertainty of the seismic
model (45), our results show that its effect with more than ∼2%
change in seismic velocity could be detectable by seismic observations. Although any possibility of hyperfine structure of Fe in
Brd cannot be ruled out because we did not conduct direct
measurements of spin state of iron, our experimental results thus
strongly indicate that the spin-state change of iron in Brd is essentially required to reasonably explain the one-dimensional
seismic velocity model. We also calculated the VP profile using
the bulk modulus (K) and density (ρ) [VP = √((K + 4G=3)=ρ),
VS = √(G=ρ)] determined from recent XRD data (46, 47) although VS has higher sensitivity to composition (48, 49). We
et al.,
2017Science
profile with
one-dimensional
global
compared the calculated VP Hirose
seismic model of PREM. The latter is best fitted by a mixture of
93% Brd and 8% Fp by volume for the O-A shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S3. The XBrds in the VS (XBrd = 0.92) and VP (XBrd =

Bdg-enriched lower mantle
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Fig. 3. Lower-mantle geotherms andMashino
calculated et
shear-wave
velocity profiles. (A) Representative lower-mantle geotherms for T-K (37) and O-A (38).
(B and C) Calculated shear-wave velocity profiles for T-K (37) (B) and O-A (38)
(C). Calculated shear-wave velocity profiles of Fe-Brd (blue lines), Fp (green
lines), and PREM (dashed black lines). The best-fit models to PREM are shown

Method
High P–T thermoreflectance technique in DAC
Thermal conductivity： κ = ρCp(d2/τ)
ρ: density, Cp: heat capacity at constant P,
d: sample thickness, τ: heat diffusion time

Pt

Sample

Probe laser

High-power CW laser

NaCl

Pump laser
ΔT at 1 pulse ~ 5 K
Re gasket

Heat diffusion time: τ (s)

Temp

130 GPa, 300 K

High P–T thermoreflectance technique in DAC
Thermal conductivity： κ =
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4-1. Representative
transient temperature curves and a cross-s
B03208
in the same run. (a) The curves obtained at 130 GPa and 300 K and
K. The black lines are measured signals, and the red lines are the
(4-1). (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of the Pt-MgO-Pt s
measurements.

Fig. 4-1. Representative transient temperature curves and a cross-section image obtained
in the same run. (a) The curves obtained at 130 GPa and 300 K and at 140 GPa and 1949
K. The black lines are measured signals, and the red lines are the fitting results via Eq.
(4-1). (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of the Pt-MgO-Pt sample after the TR
measurements.

Tange et al., 2009JGR

Figure 6. The Fit3-Vinet and Fit3-3BM models are compared in terms of the total pressure. (a) The
isotherms at 300 – 4000 K are compared along with the Hugoniot [Vassiliou and Ahrens, 1981]. (b) Differences between the two EOS models are represented at 300– 4000 K.
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Other methods for measuring κ at high P and T
Time-domain thermoreflectance method

•

Similar to ours but front-heat & front-probe

•

Measurements for some lower mantle
minerals up to 133 GPa and 300 K

•

High-T measurement is not feasible so far

•

Fast detection of thermal radiation from sample

•

Measurements for pyrolite up to 124 GPa and
2460 K

•

Large uncertainty in T

Pulsed-laser transient heating method

•

Liquids
Early studies on the κ parameters of liquids under pressure were limited to pressures of approximately 1 GPa
and focused on organic liquids, such as oil, ethanol and
toluene, to explore their implications on food and industrial products 188–190. There was also interest in the
pressure-dependent κ of pressure-transmitting media
used in DACs171, such as methanol–ethanol mixture

Low-T measurement is not feasible

| Transient thermal characterization methodologies used under pressure.
Fig. 3Geballe
e.g.,
et al., 2020EPSL
|
a The transient hot-wire method developed in the piston–cylinder cell. b | The pulsed

heating method developed in the multi-anvil cell. c | The pulsed-laser transient heating
method applied in a diamond anvil cell. d | The time-domain thermoreflectance method
and picosecond transient thermoreflectance method applied in a diamond anvil cell.
a is adapted with permission from REFS159,162, Elsevier. Part b is adapted with
permission from REF.163, Elsevier. Part d is adapted with permission from REF.35, APS.

Advantage in our method: κ with small T error in a wide P–T range

Experimental techniques are developing
before ~2011

now

bdg: 26 GPa and to 1200 K

bdg: 140 GPa and to 450 K

PPv: none

PPv: 180 GPa, and to 1500 K

Fp: 14 GPa, <1300 K

Fp: 127 GPa, to 2000 K

dvm: none

dvm: 70 GPa, to 2000 K

κCMB ~ 10 W/m/K
(Stacey, 1992 Physics of the Earth)
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Some fruits of our studies
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Thermal conductivity of bridgmanite (Bdg) is the important physical property controlling the heat transfer
inside the Earth. Here we report room temperature lattice thermal conductivity of (Fe,Al)-bearing Bdg
with chemical compositions of Mg0.848 Fe0.090 Al0.206 Si0.856 O3 and Mg0.718 Fe0.123 Al0.281 Si0.878 O3 measured
up to 125 GPa and 74 GPa, respectively, using the pulsed light heating thermoreflectance technique in a
diamond anvil cell. We found that the lattice thermal conductivity of these Bdg samples show abnormal
www.elsevier.com/locate/epsl
reduction in the pressure range of 20-40 GPa at 300 K, which is probably due to the spin transition of
Fe3+ in octahedral Si-site (B-site). We propose that the lattice thermal conductivity of Bdg is reduced by
46 ± 16% when Fe is in the mixed spin state, which may form a thermal insulating layer in the Earth’s
mid lower mantle. In addition, we provide a thermal conductivity model of Bdg, taking into account
the effect of compositional difference and the spin transition of Fe. Our conductivity model indicates
that the thermal conductivity of Bdg in the pyrolitic lower mantle is more than twice as high as that
in the descending MORB, which is likely to create heterogeneity of lateral heat flux through the Earth’s
core-mantle boundary.
 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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(Mg, Fe)O ferropericlase (Fp) is one of the important minerals comprising Earth’s lower mantle, and its
Contents lists available at ScienceDirect
thermal conductivity could be strongly influenced by the iron content and its spin state. We examined
the lattice thermal conductivity of (Mg, Fe)O Fp containing 19 mol% iron up to 111 GPa and 300 K by
means of the pulsed light heating thermoreflectance technique in a diamond anvil cell. We confirmed a
strong reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity of Fp due to iron substitution as reported in previous
studies. Our results also show that iron spin crossover in Fp reduces its lattice thermal conductivity as
well as its radiative conduction. We also measured the electrical conductivity of an identical Fp sample up
wand
w w2730
. s c iK,e and
n c efound
d i r ethat
c t . Fp
c oremained
m
to 140 GPa
an insulator throughout the experimental conditions,
indicating the electronic thermal conduction in Fp is negligible. Because of the effects of strong iron
impurity scattering and spin crossover, the total thermal conductivity of Fp at the core–mantle boundary
conditions is much smaller than that of bridgmanite (Bdg). Our findings indicate that Bdg (and postEarth’s
Interior)
perovskite) is the best heat conductor in the Earth’s lower mantle, and distribution of iron and its valence
state among the lower mantle minerals are key factors to control the lower mantle thermal conductivity.
 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Results: Thermal conductivity of bridgmanite
• P–x dependence of κbridgmanite is constrained
• T effect is not yet examined

etary Science Letters 520 (2019) 188–198
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Fig. 7. Impurity effect on the lattice Okuda
thermal et
conductivity
of Bdg at 135
Fig. 4. Lattice thermal conductivity of Mg0.848 Fe0.090 Al0.206 Si0.856 O3 Bdg (gF9A21)
al., 2019EPSL
GPa, 300 K. Orange, red, purple, blue and open symbols indicate the κ latt
and Mg0.718 Fe0.123 Al0.281 Si0.878 O3 Bdg (gF12A28) at 300 K. Red diamonds,
of Mg0.832 Fe0.209 Al0.060 Si0.916 O3 Bdg (Okuda et al., 2017), Mg0.848 Fe0.090 Al0.206
gF9A21: Mg0.848 Fe0.090 Al0.206 Si0.856 O3 Bdg (this study); purple diamonds,
gF12A28: Mg0.718 Fe0.123 Al0.281 Si0.878 O3 Bdg (this study); orange diamonds,
Si0.856 O3 Bdg (this study), Mg0.718 Fe0.123 Al0.281 Si0.878 O3 Bdg (this study),

Results: Thermal conductivity of post-perovskite
P–T–x dependence of κPPv is constrained
Y. Okuda et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 547 (2020) 116466
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l conductivity of ppv as a function of pressure at room temperature. Green triangles and pink squares, F3 and F10 ppv respectively (this study); open
Fig. 6. High temperature lattice thermal conductivity of F10 ppv. Purple and black squares are data obtained in runs #3 and #4 respec
pv (Ohta et al., 2012); solid and broken lines, MgSiO3 ppv (Ammann et al., 2014) using potentials from Oganov and Ono (2004) and Murakami et al.
hexagons and blue open stars are the reported conductivity of MgSiO3 ppv determined in Ohta et al. (2012), Haigis et al. (2012) and Dekur
open and solid circles, MgSiO3 and Mg0.832 Fe0.209 Al0.060 Si0.916 O3 bdg respectively (Ohta et al., 2012; Okuda et al., 2017). Note that data of Haigis et al.
Graythe
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nd Tsuchiya (2019) at 135 GPa, 300 K are not plotted in this figure because they are way above
other
plots. the high temperature lattice thermal conductivity of MgSiO3 ppv estimated in Ohta et al. (2012). Purple and black ci

urements were carried out for F3 and F10 ppv,
o 149 GPa, and from 135 GPa to 177 GPa, reeasurements were performed upon decompression
sized pressure of ppv samples. Fig. 3 shows the
function of pressure obtained by Eq. (5), with re-

Okuda et al., 2020EPSL

thermal conductivity of F10 ppv after the correction of the effect of grain boundary scattering obtained in runs #3 and #4, respectively. P
by Eq. (6).
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Thermal conductivity of (Mg,Fe)O
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• P–x dependence of κ(Mg,Fe)O is well constrained
• Fe spin transition
decreases κ(Mg,Fe)O
K. Ohta et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 465 (2017) 29–37

where K T is the isothermal bulk modulus and γ is the Grüne
parameter (Hofmeister, 1999). This model with thermoelastic
rameters of MgO (Tange et al., 2009) agrees with the high-press
κ latt of MgO periclase measured by Dalton et al. (2013) (Fig
In the same manner, we calculated the pressure dependence
κ latt of (Mg0.81 Fe0.19 )O Fp both in high-spin and low-spin st
from the model expressed by Eq. (10) and proposed thermoe
tic parameters of high- and low-spin Fp (Speziale et al., 2007).
conductivity profile for high-spin Fp given by a red curve in Fi
is in good agreement with our data up to 30 GPa, but deviate
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decrease matches the pressure for the onset of mixed spin st
in which high-spin and low-spin irons coexist in variable fract
in (Mg0.81 Fe0.19 )O (Tsuchiya et al., 2006). Within such a mi
spin region, Fp can be regarded as three component mixture
MgO, high-spin FeO, and low-spin FeO. FeO in a different s
state acts as an additional phonon scatterer and hence lowers κ
Compression experiments revealed the low-spin Fp is less c
pressible than the high-spin Fp (Lin et al., 2013), indicating t
based on Eq. (10), the pressure dependence of the κ latt of low-s
Fp is smaller than that in the high-spin state. A combination
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Calculations of T profiles at the lowermost mantle
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κ:
from our
experiments
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where
C and are the isobaric heat capacity and density of the lower ma
P

AGU Books

CP: 1300 J/kg/K (fix)
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of depth z, respectively, and Cp was set as a constant value of 1,300 J/kg
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Fo

ρ: 0.51z+4094 kg/m3 from PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981)

function of depth z was applied for at 0.51z + 4094 kg/m3, which was d

TCMB = 3400 K (Kim et al., 2020GRL)

fitting of the one-dimensional density-depth profile in the Earth’
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Very similar thermal structure between pyrolite and perovskitite
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Earth’s heat budget revisited
Plume heat flow
< 6 TW (Hogard et al., 2020EPSL)
Mantle cooling
8~28 TW→13.6±7 TW

Total surface
heat flow:
46±3 TW

Core cooling
3~12 TW→10.4±2.5 TW
•

Young inner core less than 1 Gy

•

Degree-two mega plume generation

Subducting slab cooling
> 7.6 TW

Tidal heating
~0.4 TW

Radiogenic heat production
~20.1±~8 TW
From talks in this symposium

Similar magnitude of core and mantle cooling
Subjecting slab efficiently cools Earth

Inference of cooling history of slab

Page & Hattori, 2019

Sweidan et al. poster here

On going collection of κ of slab material under pressure
Simulations of slab warming (in future)

Points for discussion
•
•
•

How much water do slab contain?
How precise can we determine the mantle temperature?
How precise can geoneutrino obs. constrain radiogenic heat?
Plume heat flow
< 6 TW (Hogard et al., 2020EPSL)
Mantle cooling
8~28 TW→13.6±7 TW

Core cooling
3~12 TW→10.4±2.5 TW

Total surface
heat flow:
46±3 TW

Subducting slab cooling
> 7.6 TW

Tidal heating
~0.4 TW

Radiogenic heat production
~20.1±~8 TW
From talks in this symposium
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